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Want to learn the in-demand skill of PHP programming and do it fast? Are you new to computer

programming or just want to brush up on some skills? If so, this book is a wonderful resource for

you. PHP is one of the most widely used open-source, server-side programming languages. If you

are interested in getting started with programming and want to get some basic knowledge of the

language, then this book is for you! Famous websites, including Facebook and Yahoo, are powered

by PHP. It is, in a sense, the language of the world! PHP core concepts, examples, and exercises

included. The book covers core PHP concepts, starting from the basics and moving into advanced

object-oriented PHP. It explains and demonstrates everything along the way. You'll be sure to be

programming in PHP in no time.
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I am relatively new to learning about computer programs, but I need to master them as part of my

studies. The best thing about this book is that it can be also considered as a step by step guide.

However, its also so much more than this as it covered everything in minute detail. Its just the way

that its written, the Author breaks everything down into small baby steps, so its easy to follow. What

I also liked was that there were detailed screen shots which were clear and concise. I can honestly

say that its so refreshing not having to research through endless books, but to just have one that

can get me started.

This book is exactly what I needed to get myself started learning PHP! I've done a good amount of



time building websites in the past but none without the help of vastly expensive software to do the

work for me. Being able to sit down, read the steps in very fine detail has been a great benefit, I

can't wait to put some of what I learned into practice for a new client. If you are just starting out in

programming this IS the book for you! Quick and easy read without being so complicated that it

scares you off!

As an IT student I am always learning new programming language and advance technologies. I

have learned HTML, Python programming so far and thought that PHP could be another best option

for me to compete with other IT professionals.I borrowed this book from a friend of mine and found it

very informative and helpful. This book contains good detail on variables and string functions. I had

basic knowledge on these topics so it was far easier for me to understand it, and I am sure that a

novice could also easily understand it. The author has made this book very easy to understand with

examples and screenshots. The book also contains brief detail on PHP operators, Arrays and

functions too. I found chapter 8 and 9 very helpful as it also has good details on object oriented

programming, which other books fails to cover. I will definitely recommend this book to those who

want to learn PHP programming.

I was looking for a book that could serve as a php "refresher" for me and this book does the job.

Even though it's not very in depth, you could sill teach yourself php very quickly with this book, even

if you didn't know much programming. The book teaches only the basics using very 'simple'

examples, rather than long drawn out projects (I find simple is helpful when trying to learn

something quickly). As a refresher on the subject, I can easily look up what I want to review from the

table of contents. The book is small enough to fit in my purse, so I was able to run through the entire

book while traveling on a two-hour flight. By the time I stepped off the plane, I was sufficiently

refreshed on the subject of PHP! Note: If you are new to programming, you'll probably want to get

something more-in-depth later on, but this book is a great start, as it will give you a good overview

and foundation upon which to build.

It recommends WAMPSERVER instead of XAMPP -- do NOT be fooled by this idiotic idea.... My

poor son got stuck on that.. but, after pointing him to the correct (aka working) software to use for

installing WAMP on his laptop, he was able to move through the lessons with ease -- having never

before written, or even looked at php before.... That's a huge plus for any

Programming/Scripting/Markup language textbook/learning-book/how-to-book.. But I still had to



knock off a star for the whole WAMPSERVER thing..... BTW -- if it matters to any of y'all.. I've been

writing PHP for over 15 years professionally, have taught College-level PHP/MySQL courses for

several of those years .. in my humble and highly-experienced opinion.. this book really might be the

very best way for a complete novice to get started with PHP.. I've seen many, but none as easy for

a non-programmer to follow, and comprehend.. Good work Troy! now, go write another book so I

can buy it!

PHP: Learn PHP Programming, Quick & Easy by Troy Dimes is extremely elegantly composed,

unmistakably and basically clarified and an awesome asset for the individuals who needs to learn

PHP Programming. It is an irrefutable instructive and definite book and I exceptionally prescribed

this book as an expansion to your reference library. I am very astonished on how compact and

enlightening he as added to this orderly guide. He without a doubt helped me see all the more about

PC programming. I profoundly suggest this book on the off chance that you as of late began in

programming.

I am an absolute beginner when it comes to programming and this book is exactly what I needed to

start learning PHP programming. The author Troy Dimes adequately and thorough explains the

principles making it easier to digest for a novice like me. The book offers a logical explanation for all

of the components of the language.I'll be using this book as a guide, adding it as a reliable resource.

I'll also be recommending it as well to anyone who wants to learn PHP such as classmate or my

online community.

Web programming is one of the most wanted skills in today's electronic world. As such, php is a

must for those interested in entering the world of Web programming, as it is one of the most widely

used Web programming languages.This book helps any beginner or experienced programmer to

develop their skills in php, as it has concepts, examples and methodologies to face most kind of

situations in programming.Beginners can make great use of this book, as it contains explanations of

the most basic concepts of php, as well as having step by step guides of how to begin programing,

how to set up your pc for it, which software to use, etc. Its easy to read language makes it less

difficult for the user to learn from zero knowledge.I can day that this book did help me a lot with

polishing my php skills, so I would definitely recommend it to anyone.
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